Moreover, we have (1.5) The category of rational G-modules has enough injectives. This statement is very easy to prove once we have available the concept of induction: DEFINITION 1.6. -Let H be a closed subgroup ofG. Then if E is a rational H-module we define the induced module E| § as follows Elg^EOAtG])".
Here upper H means fixed points under the action of H (recall that if F is a rational H-module then the set of fixed points in F are given by F" = { x e F | Ap(x) = x® 1}). The action of H on E®A [G] is the right diagonal action and E |S becomes a G-module through the left action of G on A [G] . We will only consider subgroups H for which A [H] is flat.
Recall that the induction functor | § has the following properties, see [7] (1.7) (Universal mapping). Let E^: E |S -> E be the map induced by the counit e. If /: V -»-W is an H-homomorphism from a rational G-module V to a rational H-module W then there exists a unique G-homomorphism/: V-^W|^ such that /=Ei^o/ (1.8) (Reciprocity). With V and W as in (1.7) we have
HoniG(V, W|S)^HoniH(V, W).
(1.9) (Transitivity). If K is a closed subgroup contained in H and F is a rational Kmodule then (1.11) If I is a rational H-module which is injective in the category of rational H-modules then 11^ is injective in the category of rational G-modules. Now we can prove (1.15) easily: let 1^ denote the trivial group scheme over A and suppose V is a rational G-module. Then if I is an injective A-module containing V then by (1.7) and (1.11) we see that I |P is an injective G-module containing V.
Q.E.D. The properties (1.2) and (1.5) of the category of rational G-modules (resp. H-modules) allow us to define the right derived functors H"(G, -) of the fixed point functor V -^ V 0 and H^G/H, -) of the induction functor E -^ E |g.
The relation between these two functors is (just as in the case where A is a field, see [8] 
Jf"(G/H, E)^H"(H, Eg)A[G]),
for all n>0.
To prove this we need a useful LEMMA 1. 13 . 
-If E ^ ^ rational H-module then both H"(G/H, Eg)A[H]) and H"(H,
E®A
tensored by E to compute both H"(G/H, E) and H"(H, E).
Proof of Proposition 1.12. -For »==0 the statement is just the definition of H°(G/H,E). Now by Remark 1.14 we may compute H"(G/ As an immediate consequence of(1.9) and (1.11) we get PROPOSITION 1. 15 .
-IfK is a closed subgroup contained in H and E is a rational K-module then we have the spectral sequence

7T(G/H, H^H/K, E)) => H^^G/K, E).
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We can also generalize (1.10)
PROPOSITION 1.16 (Generalized tensor identity). -Let V be a rational G-module which is flat over A. Then for any rational H-module E we have
H"(G/H, E®V)^H"(G/H, E)®V for n^Q.
Proof. -Let I. denote the standard complex
Then using (1.14) and (1.10) we get
Q.E.D.
We will now examine how the cohomology behaves under base change. We let A -> R denote a homomorphism into a commutative ring R and we denote by Gp the extension of G to R (i.e. Gp is the affine group scheme over R with coordinate ring R[Gp]=A[G]®R). 
THEOREM 1.18 (Universal coefficients).
(i) Let V be a rational G-module which is flat over A. For each i ^ 0 we have a short exact sequence of R-modules
(ii) Let E be a rational H-module which is flat over A. For each i ^ 0 we have a short exact sequence of rational G^-modules O^H^G/H, E^R-^GR/HR, EOR^TorKH^^G/H, E), R)-^0.
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Proof. -(i) Let ^(VgiAtGpQ 0 and set Bj(resp. C,) equal to the image of the natural map Ij_ i -»• lj (resp. the kernel oflj ->• Ij+1). Then Bj and C, are torsionfree and we get the
By Lemma 1.17 we know H^GR, V®R) = W(l. ®R) and hence we easily get (i) from this diagram. Now (ii) follows from (i) by Proposition 1.12.
Let now E and F be rational H-modules. There is a natural G-homomorphism E|g®F|g^(E®F)|g coming from the H-homomorphism Ei;E®Ei;F:E|g®F|g^E®F.
This homomorphism is functorial in both E and F and gives rise to natural Ghomomorphisms (1.19) H^G/H, E^H^G/H, F) -> H^^G/H, E®F). We end this section by considering the case where the quotient G/H exists (as a scheme). Then we let K : G -> G/H denote the quotient map and we will assume that n is locally trivial. In this case every rational H-module E induces a locally free sheaf JSf(E) on G/H. The sections of JSf(E) over an open subset Uc=G/H are F(U, ^(E^nTi-^U), ^O^B)ŵ here the action of H on ^(7l -l (U) ^o)® 11 is the right diagonal action.
Note that the set of global sections of ^ (E) is just the induced module E |g. In fact we find The proposition now follows via the fact that G is affme.
Remark 1.21.-From this proposition it follows that H'(G/H, E) =0for ;> dim G/H and any rational H-module E. If E is finitely generated over A and G/H is projective then it also follows that H^G/H, E) is finitely generated over A for all i.
Induction from a Borel subgroup of a Chevalley group
Let G be a Chevalley group. Thus G is an affme group scheme over Z and if k is an algebraically closed field then G^ is a connected reductive linear algebraic group over k. We fix a (split) maximal torus T in G and a Borel subgroup B containing T. Denote by R the root system of G with respect to T and choose a basis S in R such that the roots of B are the negative roots R_ = -R+. We let W denote the Weyl group and we set X(T) equal to the character group of T. In addition to the usual action of W on X(T) which is given by s^K) = ^ -< oT, X > a when a e R, s^ is the corresponding reflection, a^ the coroot, 'k e X(T) we also consider the t( dotaction"givenbyw.X,=w(^+p)-p. Here pis half the sum of the positive roots. We assume peX(T).
From now on we will write H 1 (E) instead of H 1 (G/B, E) and if R is a commutative ring we set HR(E) = H^GR/BR, E ® R). By Remark 1.21 Hp(E) = 0 for ;> dim G/B and if E is of finite type then Hp(E) is a finitely generated R-module for all i.
Set X (T) + = {^ e X (T) | < o^, K > ^ 0} and recall the following result on the cohomology of line bundles on G/B.
(2.1) (Borel-Weil-Bott) ( [6] , [9] 
( 
combined with the homomorphism induced by the canonical map E ® E* -> Z gives a nonsingular pairing
Proof. -We shall prove that the homomorphism H^E)^-^ H^^E* ®(-2p))î nduced by this pairing is an isomorphism. The injectivity follows by taking A: = Q in (1.18) and (2.5). To prove the surjectivity we consider first the case ;=0.
If the rank of E is 1 then it follows from (2.2), (2.5) and (1.18) that for any field k have H°(E)(x)^H2(E) and H^E* ®(-2p)) ®^H^(E* ®(-2p)). So in this case the proposition follows immediately from (2.5). An easy induction on the rank of E gives then the case where all weights of E are in X(T)+. For a general E pick n so big that n p + v e X (T) + for all weights v of E. As -n p is the smallest weight in H° (n p) we have a short exact sequence of free rational B-modules
(with B acting trivially on Z). Tensoring this sequence by E [resp. dualizing this sequence and tensoring it by E* 0 (-2 p)] we obtain the commutative diagram where for the middle terms we have used (1.16)
note that all the H°'s are free and that so is H^E* 0 -(w+2)p) because all weights in E* ® (-n p) are in -X(T)+). By the above the middle vertical map is an isomorphism and hence so is the left vertical map.
Next, consider the case ;>0. Choosing n as before we have
2). Hence we get via the exact sequence (2.11) the commutative diagram
By induction on ;' we may assume that the left vertical map is surjective and the proposition follows.
Filtrations. The rank 1 case
We preserve the notation from section 2.
In this section we fix a simple root a and we let P, denote the minimal parabolic subgroup corresponding to a(i. e. P^ contains B and has a as its only positive root). When E is a MODULES FOR CHEVALLEY GROUPS 505 rational B-module we will use the notation H;((E), H[ p(E) and H[ ^(E) for the cohomology modules H^P^/B, E), H^P^/B^, E (g) Zp) and H^P^/B^, E ® k), respectively. Here Zp denotes the localization of Z at the prime p. By abuse of notation we also write p for the generator of the maximal ideal in Zp.
Recall give filtrations (H^(^.^),^ and (H^ay'^o of H^(v^ resp. H^O If now neX(T) then we set
i.e.^4
-^-<x+...+^-"« ;y <a\H>=^0, Xa00= 0 if <OC\H>=-I,
With this notation we have the "sum formulas". here the first sum is extended over all m^ with min {;, (r + 2)/2 } ^ m^ p ^ r and the second sum is extended over all m^ with 0 < m^ p ^ min {r+l-?,r/2}. This equality follows from the identity:
The proof of (ii) is analogous [one may prefer to obtain (ii) from (i) by using (3.3)].
Before we leave the rank 1 case we need to look at how the filtration ofH^ ^) relates to the filtration of H^ k(^+(o) when o is "small". In the same basis the homomorphisms ij and n, are given bŷ
It is now left to the reader to check the above relations.
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Let us finally record the following result. proof. -Omitting the weight superscripts on basis elements the horizontal maps are given by^^(
and the proposition is easily checked.
Q.E.D. 
Filtrations. The general case
We preserve the notation from the previous sections and now consider the general case. Q.E.D.
NOTATION 4.2.
-If E is a rational B^ -module then we will let H}(E) resp. H;(E) denote the free quotient, resp. torsion submodule ofH^(E). Note that for where m is independent of the reduced expression for y. (In the notation of Lemma 4.4 we have m =^ n^ with the sum extended over all P e R+ for which ^(p) e R_ and w~1 (?) e R+). 
Q.E.D.
We are now ready to define the filtrations. By WQ we denote the longest element in W. (ii) H^Wo.^^Oifandonlyifj^ ^ »p. proof. -Let Z^ denote the free rank 1 B-module on which B acts via ^. Then we have the short exact sequence of rational B-modules
Suppose weW such that w(^-j-p)eX(T)+. Then H 1^) is a torsion module for i^l(w) [Corollary 2.6(i)] and hence the long exact cohomology sequence associated to the short exact sequence above shows that
where we by det(/7", V) denotes determinant of multiplication byp" on the module V. The lemma follows therefore from Corollary 2.7(i).
Let A-eX(T)+. For weW we set e.^^EC-iyv/ordH^w.^) and e,=^Up)^. Inserting this in (4.13) we obtain the first case of (4.11). The other case is proved in the same way using Proposition 3.4 (ii).
4° SERIE -TOME 16 -1983 -?4 Remark 4.14 (i). -In the generic case 9 ^ == 9^ = 0. This holds for instance always when w = 1 or w = WQ and more generally whenever H^ (w. ^) is concentrated in degree l{w). The formula should be compared to the first conjecture in [12] , 2.4.
(ii) When we specialize w to WQ the right hand side coincides with Jantzen's sum formula in [13] . We shall now prove that our filtration (H^(wo. ^y)^. is in fact the same as Jantzen's Weyl module filtration constructed via a contravariant form.
First we make the following observation: Suppose (p denotes an endomorphism of G which maps a closed subgroup H into itself. For any rational H-module E we get a natural homomorphism of rational G-modules (E|g)<^E^, where we by the superscript (p indicates that the action on the module is given as the ordinary action composed with (p. We inherit natural homomorphisms We check easily that py, satisfies
H»(G/H, E)^ ^ H"(G/H,
for all geG^, v, i/eH^^w.^). The map from G^p into G^ which takes g into (p (WQ g~1 Wo) is an antiautomorphism. It is the identity on T and it takes U^ into U _ ^. In other words p^, is a contravariant form [13] . Moreover, since the pairing ( , ) is nonsingular, Proposition 2.10, we get H l / w )(w.^={^;eH^)(w.?l)|p,(l;,H^)(w.5l))e^Z^}.
Let again u^eH^^w*.^) be a generator of the ^-weight space. Then we have LEMMA 4.15.-H^(u?o. ^) is generated as a G^ -module by v^.
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Proposition 3.6 we obtain the commutative diagrams
where the right vertical map is multiplication by {f^ y= -^"^P). These diagrams are obtained for all y with ^(^eR. and we have similar diagrams for y's witĥ (P)^^. Note that
etc. As in Remark 3.7 the commutativity of these diagrams can also be expressed by the formula (T,^, <»==(;€, T^'), xeH^O^),
Using this we find
where we have also used that (poT^==T^o(p as observed above.
Translation
In this section we show that it is possible to define translation functors in the category of rational Gj -modules.
-p Let C (resp. C) denote an alcove in X(T), i. e. C (resp. C) is a Wp conjugate of the bottom alcove in X(T)+ Co={XeX(T)|0<<a\^+p><^,aeR+}(resp.ofCo={^eX(T)|0^<a\^+p>^, aeR^}).
For 5ieC we let Ji^ denote the category of G^modules with the property that all their composition factors have highest weights in Wp. ^. If V is a finite dimensional rational G^-module then it is a consequence of the linkage principle that we may write
where ;^(V) denotes the largest submodule of V which belongs to M^. Proof. -We use induction on the number of generators for V. IfVis cyclic then clearly VOOA: e MQ. To prove the induction step pick a generator v e V^ where ^ is maximal among the weights of V. Then we have a surjection V-^E, where E==Zu, of rational Bmodules. By (1.7) we get an induced homomorphism V-^H°(E) of rational Gmodules. Note that H° (E)OOA: e Jt\. This follows from Corollary 2.6(iii) if E is free and also in the finite cyclic case it then follows by taking a free resolution. If I (resp. K) denotes the image (resp. kernel) of the homomorphism V -> H°(E) it follows from Lemma 5.1 that I0A:e^. Since K has fewer generators than V the lemma holds for K by induction hypothesis. Hence it holds for V.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. (cont.
). -Let M be a rational G^ -module of finite type such that M(Sk e M),. By (1.4) M is a quotient of a free rational G^ -module P of finite type. By Lemma 5.3 (or rather its proof) P has a filtration with quotients contained in certain H^(n)' s. By Corollary 2.6(ii) these quotients are free Zp-modules and hence if P() denotes the biggest submodule ofP with Po®fce^^ then by the special case of the proposition treated above (the free case) ?o is a direct summand ofP, i.e. P=P()®P' for some submodule P'. Moreover, Hom^ (P', M)=0 and hence P() maps surjectively onto M so that we get a short exact sequence" where P, is a free rational G^ -module with P^kejy^ ;=0,1. A similar sequence exists for N and the proposition therefore follows from the free case.
For ^ e C and V a rational G^ -module of finite type we will use the notation^(V) for the biggest submodule of V which upon tensoring with k belongs to Ji^. 
Q.E.D.
As in [4] we set S3,={.yeWj5^=?i} and we get proof. -See Proposition 2.1 in [4] (the analogue of [4] . Proposition 2. l(c) also holds in our case, but we shall not need it here).
On Lusztig's conjecture
In this section we assume throughout that/? >h(h being the Coxeter number) and we fix an alcove C Si X (T) +, ^ e C,.? e Wp a reflection in a wall of C such that V = s. ^ < ^ and [i e C with S^={ 1, s}. Furthermore we assume that < a\ ^+p>^2 for all aeR+ (several of the results below have a straightforward analogue for more general X).
We .^ induces a homombrphism Y(j) -^ Y(7-1) which we will denote TJ. Hence forj>jo +1 the homomorphisms TJ o ^. and ^_ i o T^ differ only by a constant in Zp and since they both are non-zero when tensored by A: (trace highest weights) we conclude that this constant is a unit. A similar argument proves the commutativity of the other diagrams.
In order to analyse what happens for 7=7o+l we assume for simplicity that < o^, ^ -H > == 1. Then we have LEMMA 6.2. -Set P=Py,+i. Then:
and:
T^ H^) ^ H^(H°p, ,(^)®H°p, ,(^ -^)).
(ii) We have the diagram From now on we assume that ^ satisfies the assumption in this conjecture and we assume that the conjecture holds.
Hence ^eYCNV.
(ii) Take In fact, YCN^-T^T^ZCN^^T^T^Z^N), so that U,(w,^)^ ®U(y) with the direct sum extended over all y e Wp with y. \i e X (T) 4., y. 'k > ys. X, and L (ys. 'k) a composition factor of Z (N)^ (combine Lemma 6.10 and 6.11).
As [U (w. 'k) : L (w. X,)] = 1 the fact that L (w. ^) is contained in U (w) implies that L (w. ^-) is a direct summand. By induction hypothesis H^(W() w^.^)i is semi-simple and hence so is the submodule Z^N^. This proves (i). Finally (iii) is an easy consequence of Lemma 6.9 and 6.11.
Q.E.D. In [5] we proved that Lusztig's conjecture [17] , Problem IV, on the characters of irreducible Gfe-modules is equivalent to the semi-simplicity of the \J(wYs above. Hence Theorem 6.12 (i) proves: COROLLARY 6.13. -Conjecture 6.7 implies Lusz tig's conjecture.
